
One Step At A Time 
Featuring: Mark Keenan and Irv Da Phenom
 
Chorus
 
one step at a time
moving forward to my goals
i know that’s it’s gon be alright
i take it one step at a time
im just trying to change my life i take it
one step at a time
 
Verse One - Mark
 
first step i confess
i made a hell of a mess
and all the stress from the rest
made me fail my test
but i re-try a second time
my life is on the line
my rhyme is only mine
and it’s time that i rewind, refine it
and i dont even know what all is happened
i was bad and i was lacking
all i needed to be happy and laughing
enjoying every moment every minute
i was on a trip to prison but decided i would listen, take action
and now a new direction im taking
the mistakes that ive made and the rules that i break are irrelavent
heaven sent all my lessons are evidence
that my presence is better than it’s been since i was a little kid
 
Chorus
 
Verse Two - John
 
keep solutions in your favor
leave a problem where you made it
when you focus on the blessings they enlarge its all amazing
play your part and keep your heart off his
the path is yours from start to finish
quit whats not forever
spread a message 
see whats often missed
then hustle with the hardest
dream as big as you can conjure up
give all you got 
believe in people even evil has a heart
i never thought id have a chance to change
infinitive isn’t the same
slipping again just could be awfully near the cost insane



im flipping it into a positive as often as i want it
i can channel it into a way to stop it 
causion crossed with hunger
when im up in a rage i put in a favor
out of my brain and into a neighbors
claim i traded everything but nothing watied plain mistaken
 
Chorus
 
Verse three - John
 
my actions aren’t deliberate
ive always been benevolent
i wish that i could count to ten and fix all that i didn’t mend
pretending hasn’t ever left
and question if it’s suppose to
i miss the few i knew and loved 
but time has made me grow up
ive seen enough 
want nothing more
to dream and see us leaping forward
teach the leaders
offer more
speak with meaning
be the first
see what isn’t gleaming 
get direction when its needed
tell me leaving things is easy
and ill show you what is hard
we can start it at the bottom
push it harder, build something
put the pieces where we outta
then we’ll see just what we’ve gotten
now that times nothing 
lifes coming 
shine until you blind someone 
my loved ones grind with us, 
giving what is mine for you. 
 
Chours
 
 
Produced by: John Keenan
 
Contains basically all the important parts of the song called. Canon in D Major by Pacebell. 
There is also a remix with verses in different order in a guitar version that is being added and 
sent to mastering today. 


